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Here at the Spatula, we are budgeting for many staff trips to the movie
theater this Summer. What that means in reality is that we’ll use all of our
money to see this season’s hot new movie releases, fail to pay our bills
and the blog gets shut down. Despite the lack of fiscal sense (or any other
kind), we still want to sit in a gloriously air-conditioned theater and bask in
the glow of the best pictures Hollywood has to offer (we’ll have to when our
electricity gets shut off).  We’ve asked unpaid, unloved (and definitely
unwashed) staff intern/entertainment correspondent/junkie Rex Hilton to
review the slate of soon-to-be-hit movies during what is sure to be a
blazing hot Summer of 2010 (even before we lose the a.c.).

→Sex and The City 2. This is probably the most hotly anticipated movie of the season. It stars
Sarah Jessica Parker in a reprisal of her iconic TV character, Terry Bradshaw. Terry is a successful
Manhattan writer who married Regis Philbin in the first installment of the film series. Finding no
spark in the bedroom at home, Terry takes her friend Leatherface and several other women she
finds at a local Greyhound depot on a tour of Southwestern truck stops. Hilarity ensues as the ladies
find dates (while Regis finds his teeth). Our Review:¿¾

→Shrek Forever. In this installment of the Shrek series, which has been producing a new film every
two years since 1967 (including the classics Return to the Planet of Shrek, Young Shrekinstein,
Come Home Shrekkie and Enter The Shrek), the beloved green ogre finally confronts some his
issues not addressed in previous films. After Shrek admits that he was born a poor, green child, he
is adopted by Sandra Bullock. She teaches him the basics of football and he teaches her
interspecies love (the parts she didn’t learn from Jesse James). Our Review: ∞¼

→The Sorcerer’s Apprentice. Nicolas Cage plays a grungy, out of work guy with a mouthful of
marbles in the season’s most acclaimed movie (because it’s not based on anything else, other than
a Disney cartoon and a Bazooka Joe comic). Side note: Nicolas Cage wasn’t paid for playing a
grungy, out of work guy with a mouthful of marbles. The director merely followed Cage’s daily routine
and filmed him. Our Review:3¼¥

→It’s Just Like ‘The Hangover’. Every comedy between now and September will be Just Like
‘The Hangover’. The A-Team is Just Like ‘The Hangover’. Letters To Juliet is like ‘The Hangover’
meets Taylor Swift. Miley Cyrus and Britney Spears star in Mother and Daughter Hangover at a
Trailer Park. Our Review: ®½

→Twilight: Eclipse. This is the long-awaited (nearly 8 months) sequel to New Moon. This film
features young, sweaty Vampires teaming up with young, sweaty werewolves to do battle with the
forces of pasty looking vampires and individuals suffering from werewolf pattern baldness. In order
to hide from the vampires and werewolves, a young woman goes on a journey of self discovery-
ultimately leading her to become a case holder on Deal or No Deal. Our Review: ±½ 
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